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25 years DINFKwww.cse-lab.ethz.chSIMULATIONS USING PARTICLES

DISCRETE:
Particles are carriers of  physical properties - Models
RHS of ODEs : Physical models (MD,...) - Other 

Particle Methods:  an N-BODY  problem 

Particle (position, value) 

     SMOOTH
     Particles are quadrature points for continuum properties 
     RHS of ODEs:  quadratures of integral equations 

• Multipole  Algorithms, Fast Poisson solvers ,   Adaptivity, multiresolution, multiphysics+

i, j = 1, · · · , N

dxi

dt
= Ui(qj , qi, xi, xj , · · · )

dqi

dt
= Gi(qj , qi, xi, xj , · · · )

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch
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Diffusion in/on Cell Organelles

Cancer Modeling

Vortex RingsSwimming  Organisms

multi Scale  Simulations using Particles

Water and CNTs Cell Proliferation

PK, Ann. Rev. Fluid Mechanics, 2005



A BRIEF  HISTORY of PARTICLE METHODS



The 60’s : Marker And Cell (MAC) -(velocity – pressure)

Numerical Calculation of Time-Dependent Viscous Incompressible Flow of Fluid with Free Surface,, Harlow, Francis H. and Welch, J. Eddie, Physics of Fluids, 1965

F.H. Harlow and E.J. Welch



vortex Particle Methods : From the 60’s to the 80’s 

3D - Boundaries - Cost - No theory of convergence

What Killed Vortex Methods  ?  



25 years DINFKwww.cse-lab.ethz.chSIMULATIONS USING PARTICLES

Star-Trek : Genesis Return of the Jedi

W. Reeves, 
LucasFilms,1983

Fluids, Particles  and Graphics

http://www.icos.ethz.ch/cse
http://www.cse-lab.ethz.ch


FUNCTIONS and PARTICLES
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Particles are “mesh” free 



FUNCTIONS and PARTICLES
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Plasma Simulations using Particles

• Plasma is a state of matter similar to gas in which a certain portion of the particles are ionized.  

• Heating a gas may ionize its molecules or atoms (reduce or increase the number of electrons in them), thus 
turning it into a plasma, which contains charged particles: positive ions and negative electrons or ions.[1] 
Ionization can be induced by other means, such as strong electromagnetic field applied with a laser or microwave generator, and is accompanied by the dissociation of molecular bonds, if present.[2] 

• The presence of a non-negligible number of charge carriers makes the plasma electrically conductive so that it responds strongly to 
electromagnetic fields.  

• Plasma, therefore, has properties quite unlike those of solids, liquids, or gases and is considered a distinct state of matter.  
• Like gas, plasma does not have a definite shape or a definite volume unless enclosed in a container;  
• Unlike gas, under the influence of a magnetic field, it may form structures such as filaments, beams and double layer. Some 

common plasmas are found in stars and neon signs. In the universe, plasma is the most common state of matter for ordinary 
matter, most of which is in the rarefied intergalactic plasma (particularly intracluster medium) and in stars.

Plasma lamp, illustrating some of the more complex phenomena of a plasma, including filamentation. The 
colors are a result of relaxation of electrons in excited states to lower energy states after they have 
recombined with ions. These processes emit light in a spectrum characteristic of the gas being excited.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_of_matter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrons
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charge_(physics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Molecular_bond
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charge_carrier
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_conductivity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electromagnetic_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_of_matter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double_layer_(plasma)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neon_sign
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_of_matter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baryonic_matter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baryonic_matter
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intergalactic_medium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intracluster_medium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plasma_globe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_filament
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spectrum


1D  Plasma

Particles xp, up, qp = Q,mp = M, p = 1, . . . , N
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Particles and Meshes

What if the velocity field is given at off-particle 
locations ?

Moment conserving :
•Interpolations 
•Time Integrators



Moment Conserving Interpolation 

To find the Interpolation weights solve a system of equations : 

•Use an extra point for each moment you wish to conserve 

•Use the fact that interpolation points are on a regular grid 

•In deriving higher order moments use the lower order 
moments



w1 + w2 = wp
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To find the Interpolation weights solve a system of equations



Interpolation  Stencils 
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• Interpolation kernels are tensor products of 1D kernels 

• We only need to implement the 1D kernels 

• They are used independently in each dimension and the weights are multiplied:

In higher dimensions

Rd

W (x) = W1(x1) · W2(x2) · . . . · Wd(xd)

= Πd
i=1Wi(xi) .

×

××

xp

×

Rd

W (x) = W1(x1) · W2(x2) · . . . · Wd(xd)

= Πd
i=1Wi(xi) .

×

××

xp

×



Hybrid particle-grid for field calculations

•Project particle strength on grid points
•Use a Poisson solver on that grid
•Differentiate on the grid to get grid field values
•Interpolate back fields on particles

Particle in Cell



Hybrid particle-grid methods : values are assigned to grid points by interpolation
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Comparison with a recent work of Smereka about approximation of delta-functions: computation of the
arc-length of an ellipse
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with a = 1.5 and b = 0.75, with random center and orientation.

Mesh Size Smereka Renormalization
Rel. Error Order Rel. Error Order

0.2 9.38 × 10−3 1.5 × 10−1

0.1 2.23 × 10−3 2.07 5 × 10−3

0.05 8.12 × 10−4 1.46 1.3 × 10−3 1.9
0.025 2.71 × 10−4 1.58 3 × 10−4 2.11
0.0125 7.58 × 10−5 1.83 8 × 10−5 1.9
0.00625 3.04 × 10−5 1.32 2 × 10−5 2
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into the flow, and it is memory efficient, requiring only one N additional storage per
variable. The overall procedure is illustrated by Algorithm 1.

Set up, initial conditions, etc. , t = 0;
/* Particle quantities stored in arrays,

e.g. vorticity: ⌅ ⇧ R⇥�N. For the ODE solver we
need two temporary variables: u0, and d⌅0 */

while t ⇥ T do
for l = 1 to 3 ; /* stages of the ODE Solver */
do

Interpolate ⌅ onto the grid (⌅ ⌅ ⌅ijk);
Compute velocity uijk from ⌅ijk;
u0⇤ Interpolate uijk onto the particles;
u0⇤ u + �l u0; d⌅0⇤ d⌅ + �l d⌅0 ; /* � = (0,�5

9 , 153
128) */

x⇤ x + ⇤t ⇥l u0; ⌅ ⇤ ⌅ + ⇤t ⇥l d⌅0 ;
end

end
Algorithm 1: A Particle-in-Cell method using Williamson’s Runge-Kutta scheme
no.7.

We note that this hybrid formulation has enabled simulations using an unprecedented
number of 10 billion particles [12] of computational elements for the simulation of
aircraft vortex wakes (see Fig:7 )

2.3.3 GRID-FREE VS. HYBRID - THE WINNER IS.... Let us now pause to com-
pare the respective merits of the grid-free and particle-grid approaches. Clearly the grid-
free approach is appealing in that it fully maintains the lagrangian nature of the method.
If short range interactions of particles are involved in the right hand side F one may
devise particle interactions on physical basis. Particle methods can then be seen both as
numerical methods and as discrete physical models. For incompressible flows the Biot-
Savart law is required to compute non-local interactions. One is thus led to a N -body
problem. If the vorticity is sampled on N particles, the simple minded calculation of
the right hand side of (23) requires O(N2) operations, something which is not afford-
able for N beyond a few hundreds. To overcome this problem, a lot of effort has been
devoted, following the pioneering work of Greengard and Rokhlin [33], to reduce this
cost to something approaching O(N). To summarize, the idea is to divide the particle
distribution in clusters of nearby particles. The exact interaction of particles in one clus-
ter with particles of another well separated cluster is replaced by an algebraic expansion
using the moments of clusters of particles around their center. The number of terms only
depends on the desired accuracy and never goes beyond a single digit number. Only
interaction between particles in the same cluster are computed by direct summation. For
maximal efficiency, the clustering of particles is done using a tree algorithm which cre-
ates boxes at different level of refinements containing always about the same number of
particles. These fast summation formulas are now routinely used in CFD particle-based
grid-free codes.

Unfortunately, practice shows that the construction of the tree, the evaluation of ex-
pansion coefficients and of the direct interaction of nearest particles, remain expansive,
in particular in 3D. As a matter of fact the turnover point where the fast summation
formulas become cheaper than the direct summation formulas is always beyond a few
hundreds, which means that the constant in front of N or N log N in the evaluation of

HYBRID Particle-Grid Methods



■ Find the positions and velocities 
of a collection of interacting 
particles over a period of time. 

■ An n-body solver is a program 
that finds the solution to an n-
body problem by simulating the 
behavior of the particles.

The N-body problem



mass

Positiontime 0

Velocitytime 0

N-body solver
Positiontime x

Velocitytime x

■ Determine the positions and velocities:  
■ Newton’s second law of motion. 
■ Newton’s law of universal gravitation.

Simulating motion of planets







Serial pseudo-code



Computation of the forces







Communications Among Tasks in the Basic N-Body Solver



Communications Among Tasks in the Basic N-Body Solver



Communications Among Tasks in the Basic N-Body Solver



Communications Among Tasks in the Basic N-Body Solver



Communications Among Tasks in the Basic N-Body Solver

iterating over particles

In principle, parallelizing the two inner 
for loops will map tasks/particles to 
cores.



A Reduced Algorithm for Computing N-
Body Forces



The individual forces



N-body problem in MD



Lennard-Jones: cutting the potential

impose V=0 from here on
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this distance is called cutoff



Interactions are local

cutoff



Cell lists

L = cutoff

Partition the domain in cells: 

• Cells have the size of the cutoff 

• Cells contain set of particles 

Particles: 

• are distributed into cells  

• according to their position



Computing the force acting on one particle

To compute the force: 

• Iterate over local cells 

• consider only local particles 

Cost of computing n forces: 

• assume c constant 

• c = N/m, m cells 

• cost = 9*c*N 

• cell list are N*N/(9*c*N) = N/(9*c) times faster than the original algorithm

local cells



Some Observations on cell lists

Using cell lists: 

• create cell lists at the beginning of every step 

• creation of cell lists is not necessarily cheap 

Exploit coherence in the particle positions: 

• assume that the particles do not move too much between steps 

• keep the old cell list (from the previous step) 

• “refresh it”: if a particle moved out from a cell list: 

• erase it from the old cell  

• put it in the new one



Introduction to Multi-processor Network Technologies

!42

➡ Multicore chips requires networks on chips to connect the cores 
together

Network Performance:
‣ latency of an unloaded network to send/receive message 

‣ throughput (max # of messages that can be transmitted in a given 
time period) 


‣ delays caused by contention for a portion of the network


‣ variability due to patterns of communications 

‣ fault tolerance (there may be broken components)


‣ power efficiency of different organizations may trump other 
concerns



Topologies

!43

1. The Ring

➡ it is the first improvement over a bus

2. Fully Connected Network
‣ A network that connects processor-memory nodes, by supplying a 

dedicated communication link between every node.

➡ total network bandwidths: P ⇥ (P � 1)

2

➡ the bisection bandwidth is: 
✓
P

2

◆2
co
nn
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bidirectional

some messages 
have a delay



Network Bandwidth

• Bandwidth of each link multiplied by the number of links 

• This is the very best case 

• Examples 
• Ring: bandwidth is P (# of processors) 
• Full connection:  

• For a bus thus is 2x bandwidth of bus or 2x bandwidth 
of a link

!44

?

P ⇥ (P � 1)

2



Bisection bandwidth
• Worst case 

• Divide the machine in two parts, each with half the 
nodes. Then sum the bandwidth of the links that cross 
that imaginary dividing line 

• for the ring it is 2x link bandwidth 
• for the bus it is 1x link bandwidth 
• for the full connection (p/2)2

!45



Other Network Topologies

!46

n-cube
n=3 ~ 8 nodes

this is a 2D torus

2D grid or 16 node mesh


